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ABSTRACT 
In this paper, the way to get the orientation diagram of electromagnetic radiation interference (RI for short) in the hall 
for high-voltage experiments is introduced. And the simulation results testify the availability of the methods indicated 
here, which can protect the results from disturbance by unwanted wave and ensure the measuring results reflecting the 
radiation characteristics of RI correctly. This work is helpful to reveal the mechanism of RI from discharges in power 
systems, about which we know little till now. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Getting the characteristics of RI from discharges is a good way to make an in-depth study about discharges, which are 
the main source of electromagnetic radiation interference (RI for short) in power systems [1]. The radiation wave from 
discharges gives us much information such as the orientation diagram, polarity pattern, which can help us to reveal the 
mechanism of RI from discharges, especially those with the frequencies above 300MHz [2] [3] [4]. In addition, this 
work is very useful in detecting the insulation bug in GIS, as well as its EMC design [5]. 
Despite of that, it is very hard to carry out the corresponding study because of the lack of sites suitable for EMI 
measurement on high-voltage apparatus. In the field of EMC, the suitable sites are the foundation of the correct test 
results. And then it is necessary to analysis those imperfect test site configuration to ensure the measuring results 
reflecting the radiation characteristics of RI correctly. 
 
2. THEORY ANALYSIS 
 
Experiments on discharges in power systems should be carried out in the high-voltage experiment hall, because the hall 
is equipped with various facilities to ensure the safety and convenience, such as the source of high voltage, grounding 
grid, discharge control apparatus, safeguards and so on. But different from special test sites for EMC, open area for 
example, the hall carries no extra means to protect the EM field distributing from the disturbance by uncontrolled 
reflected and refractive waves. In order to make measure results reflecting the characteristics of the RI from discharges 
correctly, we must take some methods to weaken the influence of the uncontrolled waves, and the details are as below. 
1. Putting the receiving antenna out of the hall and the radiation source (discharges) in the hall  
This configuration makes for the setup of the high-voltage discharge system, and the surrounding brick wall also can be 
used to weaken the unwanted wave; 
-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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2. Two metallic doors intervened between the radiation source and the receiving antenna 
Two metallic doors with a gap can be used to reflect the wave from unwanted directions, as well as the straight wave 
passing through the gap. 

As shown in the fig.1, radiation source and the receiver are separated by the door, one in the hall and the other out. Line 
1, 2 and 3 represent three typical routings: line 1 is the straight one, line 2 the reflected one by door and line 3 the 
weakened one by the brick wall of the hall. Therefore, the signal received by antenna comes from line1 and 3, and the 
wave along line 2 is shielded totally in theory. If the impact of line 3 is not great, the receiving signal can be regarded as 
that along line 1, and then the signal received will reflecting the orientation diagram of the RI from discharges correctly.  

The effect of line 3 is decided by the reflected and refractive factors. With the conductivity of 0.001s /m [6], the hall 
brick is regarded as the perfect dielectric. When the incidence wave, the horizontal pattern, with the angle (θ ), the 
reflected factor ( ρ ) and the refractive factor (τ ) should be decided by the Fresnel Formula, just as following.  
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When the angel θ  is 450，and relative permittivity (
1

2
ε

ε ) is 4.44 [6],    

   ρ ＝0.226      τ ＝0.582 

Neglecting other EM wave attenuation, the ratio of the signal arriving at the   
   Fig.1 Three Typical Routings           antenna along the line 3 is about: 

ρ ×τ ＝0.226×0.582＝0.132 

That means almost 85% EM wave following line 3 is attenuated, and the component along line 3 is very small 
compared with that following line 1. 
 
3. SIMULATION EXPERIMENT SETUP 
 
In order to testify the validity of the test configuration in analysis above, the simulation has been carried out. 
The model, shown in Fig.2, simulates the situation of the high-voltage experiment hall. The antenna, half wave rod with 
the diameter of 1cm, is regarded as the RI source, which is placed horizontal at the origin point in the coordinate. The 
hall is simulated by a box 100cm×100cm×35cm, and the surrounding brick wall is 2cm thick with the permittivity of 
4.44 and conductivity of 0.001s/m. Two metallic planes are used to represent the doors, which are 25cm long, 35cm 

oors is 10cm. In order to simulate the interference object in the hall, 
two metallic cylinders are placed in the model, whose heights are 
35cm and the radius 3cm.  

The procedu e of

high and 1cm thick, and the gap distance between d

r  the simulation: 

X axis (antenna angle1. Placing the antenna along the  ϕ = 00 , as 

shown in Fig.2), and then calculating th  in the far field in            

tive and negative X axis, positive and negative Y axis, 

e ϕE

XOY plane. Four calculation results should be recorded, that are 
    Fig.2 Simulation Model             results at posi



and the

2. Rotating the antenna clockwise in XOY plane around the Z axis at the interval of , and then calculating and 

recording  at every angle; 

3. When the antenna angle 

se four positions are selected as the spots for observation; 

010

ϕE

ϕ  comes to (antenna lying along the Y axis), the rotating of the antenna is over, and 

al rding

tenna to maintain the half wave rod, and then 

e positive X axis is appropriate, which accords with the configuration in the theory 

. ANALYSIS ON EXPERIMENT RESULTS 

s shown in Fig.3, the curves shows the orientation diagram depending on the simulation results in positive X axis, and 

090

then ten results are recorded ready. Acco  to these records, orientation diagrams should be described (through the 
Curve Fitting Tool in MATLAB) at four observation spots respectively; 
3. Adjusting the simulation frequencies, as well as the length of the an
repeating the procedure above. 

In these four positions, only th
analysis, and then the orientation diagram depending on the results in positive X axis, but others, is expected to coincide 
with the orientation characteristics of half-wave rod antenna. 
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A
that in negative X axis in Fig.4. The orientation diagram depending on the simulation results in positive Y axis is shown 
in Fig.5 and that in negative Y axis in Fig.6. Three curves in every figure represent the orientation diagrams at three 
different frequencies, which are 0.8GHz, 1.0GHz and 1.2GHz. 
 

      
Fig.3 Orientation Diagram in Positive X Axis Fig.4 Orientation Diagram in Negative X Axis        

 
Fig.5 Orientation Diagram in Positive Y Axis        Fig.6 Orientation Diagram in Negative Y Axis 

 

ompared with others, only Fig.3 represents the orientation characteristics of half-wave rod antenna correctly, and the C

following are explanations: according to the orientation diagram of half-wave rod antenna, E  in the positive and ϕ



negative X axis should increase with the antenna angle ϕ  increase, and decrease with  ))2/(( ϕ−  increase; 

ϕE  in the positive and negative Y axis should decrease wit he antenna angle 

pi

h t ϕ  increase. ( ) 

h the figures are obvious, it should be better to illuminate the conclusi y quantificatio ters. 
, the standard deviation (Std. Dev.) of the results in four positions is selected to fulfill th
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Althoug nal parame And 
then is purpose. Since the 

ation in analysis is available. 

0.5GHz 0.6GHz 0.8GHz 1.0GHz 1.2GHz 

on b

orientation diagram of the half wave rod antenna is known, we can easily calculate out the Std. Dev. in different 
positions respectively and the results are listed in table 1. Enlarging the simulation model to 200cm*200cm*70cm, the 
simulation was carried out in frequencies 400MHz, 500MHz and 600MHz, and the results of Std. Dev. are also listed in 
table 1. 
From Tab.1, the Std. Dev. in positive X axis is almost smallest, compared with the others, which also tell us the 
configur

Table 1 Standard Deviation Lists 
 0.4GHz 

Positive X axis  1.27dB 1.72dB 1.45dB 1.49dB 2.17dB 1.14dB 

Positive Y axis  4.88dB 5.60dB 3.85dB 8.67dB 5.45dB 4.43dB 

Negative X axis 1.58dB 2.72dB 1.82dB 6.97dB 1.71dB 1.79dB 

Negative Y axis 3.51dB 7.50dB 1.32dB 6.75dB 4.93dB 4.14dB 

 
On , thi uration n used i  RI mea s. Comp  results 

ositions, only that in the positive X axis accord with the theory analysis well [3] [4]. 

m sults and the actual measurements, we can obtain the following conclusions: 
. The hall and the metallic doors can be used to protects the results from disturbance by unwanted wave and ensure 

all correctly; 
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5. CONCLUSION 
 
Fro  the simulation re
1

the measuring results reflecting the radiation characteristics of RI in high-voltage experiments h
2. The way demonstrated in this paper is not very perfect because the radiation source is not as simple as the rod 

antenna, and then the more detail study should be done later. 
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